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Central Washington University

Trustee Munro
dies at age 60

Vol. 10 No. 17

·M emory Lane

'He was one of our stalwarts'
by Mark Eaton
Editor

Long time Central Board of
Trustees member, Sterling
Munro, died Monday night
apparently from a heart attack
while in his Seattle apartment.
Munro, 60, had served on the
board for 12 years and was just
recently reappointed to the
board by Gov. Booth Gardner.
''We've lost a real friend," said
James Pappas Central's interim president.
"Sterling participated in the
life of the university, spending
a lot of time on campus lecturing to classes, attending foot- Sterling Munro
ball games and other events."
Munro was first appointed to the age of 17 as a doorkeeper in
the Board of Trustees at Cen- the U.S. House of Representatral in 1977 and served until tives in Washington D.C.
His role as a trustee will be
1983.
missed.
He returned as a board
"Sterling's death is a deep,
member in 1985 and stayed on
tremendous loss for the Unias a trustee until his death.
Munro lived in the Wenatchee versity," said Pappas.
"Central is at a pivotal point
area with his wife Gene but
worked in Seattle as vice presi- now, with the transition to a
dent of John Nuveen & Co., a new president and the challenges we will be facing.
municipal bonds firm.
He spent a majority of his "He was one of our stalwarts."
Charles McGehee, chair of the
career working as an aide to
the late Sen. Henry "Scoop" faculty senate, called Munro "a
Jackson, D- Wash. and was very remarkable person" and
head of the Bonneville Power "a champion for the university."
Munro is survived by his wife, .
Administration from 1978-81.
seven
children and 13 grandMunro started his career at
children.

Outdoor graduation
seats 1,500 more at
Tomlinson Stadium
Jill Johnson
Managing editor

For those expecting the usual
hot and crowded graduation
ceremony June 13 at Nicholson
Pavilion there has been a cool
change in plans- an outdoor
ceremony at Tomlinson Stadium.
The decision to change venues
was made by Central's newly
appointed president, Ivory
Nelson, after he received letters
from Central students concerned about space limitations
at Nicholson Pavilion.
"This will cause happiness
and unhappiness among the
constituents," Carolyn Wells,
registrar, said.
Wells is hopeful the stadium,
which holds 4,500 people, compared to the 3,000 person capacity at Nicholson, will en-

courage more participation by
graduates and their guests.
"If graduation is for the students, then we need to provide
room for their guests," Wells
said.
Although Wells admits she is
fearful the wind and rain may
interrupt the ceremony, she
sees many positives in the move
to Tomlinson Stadium. ,
With the new outdoor ceremony, no tickets will be issued,
making it possible for anyone
to attend graduation.
The originally scheduled time
for the ceremony, 10 a.m., will
remain the same because the
University Store has already
ordered graduation announcements.
Wells hopes the outdoor ceremony will allow those students
who are graduating at the end.

See OUTDOOR I page 2

Dean Nicholson receives a replica of the street sign dedicated In his honor o_n Monday..

Dean's boulevard of dreams
by Katy Anderson
Staff reporter

Former Central basketball
coach Dean Nicholson was
honored Monday with the renaming of 14th Ave. to Dean
Nicholson Blvd.
At the ceremony, replica
street signs were presented
to Nicholson and his wife
Char by speakers who have
known Nicholson throughout
his career.
Hal Jones, who has known
Nicholson for 45 years and
played basketball for Dean's
father Leo Nicholson, thought
it was appropriate that Dean
Nicholson Blvd. runs right in
front of Nicholson Pavilion.
"I'm sure Leo is smiling right
now," Jones saidoftheformer
Central athletic director and
basketball coach who died in
1967.
Nicholson's coaching career
began at Central in 1964 and
lasted 26 years. He had a
record of 609 wins, 219 losses
and 22 district titles, making
him the winningest basketball coach in NAIA District 1
history.
Nicholson ·a greed to resign
from the head coaching position in order to avoid an investigation of possible NAIA
violations.
Greg Sparling, a Central
student who played for
Nicholson, said he will always cherish the memories
he has from traveling to
Kansas City for play-off
games.

"He touched my life," said
Sparling. ·
Sparling now coaches a team
himself and said he hopes he
can have the opportunity to
follow in Nicholson's footsteps.
When Nicholson received a
crimson colored street sign as
memorabilia, he said he deeply
appreciated it and it was more
than he had ever dreamed.
"It gives it special meaning
because it is in front of
NicholsonPavilion," Nicholson
said.
Del Evans, a _C entral booster,
had followed Nicholson's teams
throughout his coaching career.
"I followed Dean Nicholson
and the Wildcats basketball
team and I followed his father
when he was here," Evans said.
Because Nicholson Pavilion
was named after Nicholson's
father, Leo Nicholson, Evans
said they wanted to do something for Dean.
''We wanted to do something
for Nicholson because he was.
very loyal and he lived for his ball players," Evans said.
Evans also said Nicholson
turned many young men's lives
around.
The proposal to rename 14th
Ave. to Dean Nicholson Blvd.
Was passed by the Ellensburg
City Council. The name change
will only affect the section from
14th Ave. to Walnut St. that
runs in front of the Pavilion.
The motion was made by
Donna Nylander, a former city
council member. Members of
the committee who put the
presentation together were: Del

Evans, Larry Nickle, John
Foster, Spike Arlt, Marion
and Bill Gerrits and Jim and
Donna Nylander.
Nicholson was the head
coach for the Yakima Sun
Kingsforthe 1990-91 season
and was replaced part of the
way through the 1991-92
season.
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From OUTDOOR I pg. 1
of summer to participate in
June commencement exercises.
However, she cautions students against waiting till the
last minute to apply for
graduation.
The last date for application is April 3 and cap and
gowns must be ordered by
May 15.
The outdoor ceremony will
take place on a trial basisif it doesn't work there is a
possibility of hosting two
separate graduation ceremonies on the same day
Wells said.

The Observer

Blue light phone call just child's play
Campus police responded to a call from one of
the emergency blue light
phones on Friday, only to
find a 12-year-old boy
happily playing near the
phone.
While on patrol, an officer
received a call from the blue
light phone in the 1-13
parking lot. He quickly
responded and found the
boy in the area.
After the officer talked to
him, the boy confessed to
pushing the button, but he
said he was "only playing"
and did not realize what he
did.
The officer released him
with a warning, after the
boy promised to not play
with the phones any longer.
Police said that improper
use of the phones is a
serious infraction carrying a
fine of $190 for reporting
false information.
A woman called campus
police Monday morning to

bark off of trees around the
area of 14th and D Sts.
Police do have a suspect,
but it was not known at
this time if any other action
was taken.

'CAMPUS COPS
by Joe Butler
report a golden retriever on
the second floor of the psychology building.
Officers arrived, cornered
the dog, and transported it to
its known residence.

contacted and issued a
citation for being in violation
of city noise.ordinances.

BIKE REPORTS FOR
THIS WEEK:
• One bicycle stolen from
Sparks Hall and one
abandoned bi~ycle impounded.
• One bicycle stolen from
inside Anderson Hall.
• One bicycle stolen
outside of Carmody-Munro
Hall and one bicycle found
in the Ganges and returned
to the resident.
• One bicycle stolen from
Student Village and one
from the basement of North
Hall.

Sometime between
Sunday night and Monday
morning, a sink was pulled
Three Muzzall Hall
off the wall in a men's
residents were charged with restroom in Alford-Montgombeing in violation of city noise ery Hall, campus police said.
ordinances after campus
An LGA called campus
police officers visited their
police Monday and reported
room two times Thursday
the damage. He told police
night.
that between 11 p.m. Sunday
The second time officers
and 7 a.m. Sunday, the sink
came, they heard what they
was detached.
described as "excessively
The LGA said a resident
loud" voices coming from a
found the damage when he
room on the third floor.
went to use the sink Monday.
Because the officer could
Housing maintenance workhear voices ~plain and clear' -~ er& estimated damage to be
$30.
.
30 feet away from the closed
door, he decided that the
residents were too loud.
A woman called campus
The owner of the room was
police to report a man peeling

On Sunday, a Computer
Center worker entered the
wrong code in a box alarm,
causing the entire burglary
alarm to go off.
·
The alarm was reset.

Deadline for graduation
A'ITENTION SENIORS GRADUATING
SPRING 1992
Apply now for Spring quarter 1992 graduation.
Applications are available at Admissions and
Records Office on· the first floor of Mitchell hall.
Graduation applications for students in Teacher
Education preparation programs are available at
Black Hall, Room 216.
Commencement heading
outdoors to Tomlinson.

;~
,,,,
.
..

Final Deadline to submit Spring quarter applications is April 3, 1992.

For more information, or an application to apply, contact:

IT IS THE WALRUS.
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SAVE25%

ON ALL
HAIR
SERVICES!

Save big for SPRING BREAK at
Salon Zuchi's! We have added 2
top stylists to our staff and will be
offering you a 25% discount on all
services! But only until Saturday,
.March 27 with this coupon-so act
now & Save Big!
Save 25 % on all Services
with Wendy & Janine
Mastercard & Visa

Haircuts• colors• perms•
bodywraps • highlights • etc.
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Jeff Phillips
Public Involvement Specialist
Department of Ecology
Toxics Cleanup Program
106 South 6th Avenue
Yakima, WA 98902-3387
(509) 454-7886

'

products, pockoge·free foods and items that lost.

Are You Interested in
Cleanup of Hazardous Waste Sites?
The Department of Ecology is forming a regional
citizens' committee to advise us on citizens' concerns
about cleaning up hazardous waste sites.

.
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SALON ZUCHl'S
OPEN TIL 8:00 PM
504 E;STH 925-2320
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Students work with Yew to save lives
been working on the propagation of the yew tree for two
quarters and Carr expects
Clones of the Tax us brevifolia
them to finish the phase of ·
tree are being developed by
the study by the middle of
Central students in hopes of
next year.
identifying those trees carry"At this phase of the study
ing a large quantity ofTaxol, a
we are currently studying the
drug used for the treatment of
techniques and propagation
ovarian cancer..
of the western yew," Carr
Biology professor, John E.
said.
Carr, along with two Central
"Once we have completed
students, Sara Flores-Wentz
this phase we will repeat the
and Carole Engelstad, have
procedure."
been studying the techniques
Carr has taught at Central's
and propagation of the Taxus
biology department for 19
brevifolia tree (known as the
years and has been working
Western Yew) for three quaron his study of the yew tree
ters.
since early in 1991. He beThe process involves taking
came interested in the yew
a two inch stem-cutting from
tree through his work in plant
pollen and seed yew trees and
and human physiology and
successfully cloning them in
his wife's work as a physiCentral's greenhouse.
cian.
This cloning is the first phase
Carr is currently waiting
ofa study.
for official permission from
Flores-Wentz and Engelstad
the forest service as well as
are taking part in the study as
state funding to continue the
Brent DaPron/ The Observer
part of an independent study
next phase of research .
program through the biology Biology professor John Carr stands In front of cloned Yew trees In Central's Greenhouse.
"I hope to start isolating the
department.
Taxol bearing strain of the
As part of this program the students mones on the stem-cuttings to identify
Flores-Wentz, a biology major and yew tree by next fall or winter," said
test different amounts of plant hor- the most effective propagation method. Engelstad, studying naturopathy, have Carr.
by Shannon Sparks
Staff reporter

GLACIER NATIONAL PARK

MONTANA
Come have the best summer of your life.
0 ~~joy.the invigorating, challenging experience
of hvmg in the awesome Rocky Mol,lntains.

CJ St. Mary Lodge & Resort, Glacier Park's
finest, now hiring for the 1992 summer
season.
0 Come see us on campus at the Student
·Employment Services March 12th. Schedule
an interview through your Student
Employment Services now, or call
1-800-368-3689.

Don't pass up the opportunity of a life time.

CELEBRATE SPRING

NEED CASH?
....) . ' .

Everybody needs your help sometimes,
.
~
Jeffery needs your help all the time.
Jeffery is a hemophilliac, like thousands
• ~'f
, ._ · ;
~~.
of other children. Jeffery needs 300
.-.~
: plasma donations every.year, just to live
t\:~:::-;.J·
~ a normal life.

'

Jt\ L /:

,. {:":

;~ ·. ·. \i.~ ...~ . .

···
.

~~

tt,;> f.rsr~·
'. . . . . . :.~...~-'.~.:~~,~~:· - :.~-. ~ $1 00+I MONTH
, .· ,~~~{f~\ - . I --.---- I
'\:.' ·

a ft hQ
~1

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
will buy back all your old textbooks
with current market ·value.
Monday, March 16 - 19, . 8:00 am - s:oo pm
. Friday, March _20, 8:00 am - 3:30 pm

Bring ad for

/'" · · .· ... ..... , .•.. . •... . 4 ... .

-~;!.;..

SELL YOUR

®

THERAPEUTICl~RPORATION

I$5.00 New Donor Bonus I

L ~ith Student l.D~ _J

26 S. 2nd Street Yakima 457-7878
Hours: Mon - Sat
7:00 - 3:00
Wed
7:00 - 5:00

March is Women's History Month!
Stop by The University Store
and see our book display honoring notable women.
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WHAT COMES AFTER COLLEGE
GRADUATION ...
r----------------------~
t-----------------------1
A real and rewarding career?
Or just a dead end job?

In today's increasingly competitive society, there
is little place in the labor market for a young
adult without a skil.I to sell. And development of
a marketable skill means higher education.
For help in finacing your higher education, try a
new computerized service.

More than $4,000,000,000 in financial
assistance is available to students annually
Kemper's Komputerized Services can find six
to 25 sources of assistance geared
specifically to you.
Processing fee is only $50.00. Results are
guaranteed

Pitts cleared of wrong doing
unaccounted for."
perform the audit.
The discrepancies were based
Doug Williams, Ellensburg
largely on the type of record city manager, said, ''The city
David Pitts, Kittitas County keeping used by Pitts, works hard to meet all state
prosecutor and Board of Allenbaugh said.
· grant guidelines."
Trustees member, did not mis- / /
The City of Ellensburg has
use state grant money desig- • •
assumed the role of adminisnated for the local drug task ·
N 0 money was
tratingthe task force, Williams
force, Beverly M. Allenbaugh,
misused or
said, adding Central's police
Kittitas County auditor, said.
unaccounted for. department may become the
Pitts was audited at the readministrator in the future.
quest of Allenbaugh after disThe task force, now in its sec-Beverly Allenbaugh
crepancies were found in the ·
ond
year, is comprised mostly
Kittitas County auditor of officers
task force records.
from the sheriff's of~
The Yakima Herald-Repubfice, Ellensburg police and
lic reported on Feb. 20 that
Central's campus police.
state auditors found "glaring
Pitts said he has no intention
e
sa1
er
superiors
gave
Sh
'd h
.
"
irregularities and questionable conflicting instructions to both of resigning from the board of
expenditures" in task force Pitts and herself as to what trustees.
records.
''There don't appear to be any
type of record keeping should
"All the money was used for be used.
problems like at first susthe drug task force,"
Allenbaugh said the situation pected," James Pappas,
Allenbaugh said.
resulted in a "double standard," Central's interim president,
"No money was misused or but she was still expected to said.
Marc Bruno

Staff reporter

A service you can't afford not to use!
For free and complete information, fill out and mail
the coupon below.
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Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City _ _ _ __
Zip· _ __
Stat"------

School Attending
Year in Schoci _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Please send this coupon to:
Kemper's Komputerized Services
P.O. Box 1011
Ellensburg, WA 98926-1011
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The 2nd Annual

Center for Excellence in Leadership Conference
Saturday, April 4
In the SUB 9am - 5pm
Call or stop by Student Activities, SUB 214, to register
for this No Cost, All Day Event

. '

Including ...

Featuring ...

Continental breakfast & buffet lunch.
A day filled with hands-on, skill building w9rkshops.
Lunch time "Dress for Success" fashion show.

Councilman Ron Sims as Keynote Speaker &
Morning Welcome by CWU's newly appointed
University President, Dr. Ivory Nelson.

Registration deadline: ·March 20~th. Space is limited, register" early!
For more information call Julie-c>r Scott Drummond at 963~t691 .
.Sponsored by ASCWU Student Activities
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Campus police
pedal for safety
by Sam Ernst
Staff reporter

Now that the weather is improving, Central can expect a
heavier concentration of bike
traffic on campus, said Steve
Rittereiser, Central's police
chief. ·
In addition to monitoring bike
traffic, campus police hope to
reduce and prevent bike accidents by being out in force on
their bikes.
"We can use all our senses (on
our bikes), in a car your restricted to just sight,"
Rittereiser said.
With bike thieves on the prowl
at Central, students are given
another means for preventing
the loss oftheir expensive bikes.
"We see it as a way to get
closer to crimes in general and
it's an effective way to increase
our abilities to catch bike
thieves," Rittereiser said.
The bike patrol also gives an
added social value to student

JERROL:s·
WANTS
YOUR
TEXT
BOOKS.

life, because in a car, the police .
officer is very hard to interact
with and students are susceptible to seeing the police only
as slowly moving rogues, going
up and down the mall.
"The bike gives us more opportunities to interact and meet
students than in a car, we can
deal with them in a more positive con tact situation,"
Rittereiser said.
Many students are glad to
see the bike patrol out again
and hope their presence will
act as a deterrent to reckless
bikers.
"I'm glad their' out there to
stop some of those mad bikers ·
that scream past me at 40
m.p.h. and weave in and out of
pedestrian traffic," said sophomore Janelle Pettit.
Two of Central's bike patrol
officer received specialized
training at the University of
Washington last summer
where they learned everything
from bike maintenance to bike
patrol techniques.
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An officer prepares for a day on the Bike Patrol.

Harmony is hope
of bike task force
A bicycle task force aimed at
promoting a peaceful coexistence between bicyclers and
pedestrians on campus will
meet Friday March 13 in the
Samuelson Union Building,
Rooms 204-205.
Committee Chair Dave
Brown is encouraging all
students who have thoughts

R ET I R E .\\ E :'-: T

or suggestions on how to
improve the .current situation
at Central to come to the
Friday meeting.
Brown said the purpose of
the committee is not to ban
bikes from campus, but to
identify ways bikes and
pedestrians can work together.
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Rock & roll comes to the SUB
by Amy Garner
Production staff

BERNl~El

The Samuelson Union Building wiil be filled with the sounds
of two incredible .North west
bands- the Posies and the
Di vining Rods on Friday April
3, doors open at 7:36 p.m.
The Posies's first two ·albums
"Failure" released on Seattle
·label fop llama and "Dear 23"
released on DGC have been
successful locally, as well as
nationally. The Posies have recently begun recording their
third album which will have a
few differences. One of which
is the dismissal of bass player
Rick Roberts.
But long-time fans ofthe band
should easily be able to recognize its distinctive sound
thanks to the three remaining
band members: Kenneth
Stringfellow and Johnathon
Aure (vocals and guitar) and
Mike Musberger (drums).
The Posies have been called a
reincarnated version some of
the 60s band, like the Hollies.
Bryan Allen, 23, music director for KCAT (Central's on
campus radio station) and one
of the students ·responsible for
bringing the band to Ellensburg describes the band as
''kind-of-poppy, but with much
more of a raw edge when they

STUDENTS ALWAYS
RECEIVE 20% OFF
EVERYTHING IN STORE
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410 N. PEARL
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9 2 5-3 9 3 3 •

Pizza Pockets
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~

$5.00 OFF w/CQUPON
•
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ent." Michael
Sterling, lead
guitarist, said
of the band.
"We're not
the Seattle
sound scene
but we do
what comes
out."
The Divining
Rods expect
their first full
length compact disk out
March 27.
They are producing the CD
on their own
and
1,000
copies will be
available.
"These are
two
great
The Posies will pe"!rom April a in the SUB.
bands that
really compliment each other
perform live."
.
The three hour long perfor- very well." Allen says.
mance will be opened by ''The
KCAT in cooperation with
Divining Rods," a popular El- Central's Student Activities
· lensburg band. This two and and Recreation is co-sponsering
half year old band was de- the show.
Tickets for the Posies and ·
scribed in The Rocket, music
magazine, as "Ethereal Divining Rods are already on .
patriarches of sound, ear sale and will continue to be
· candy, power tools, power pop, , sold up until ·the time of the
concert.
grog and more."
''This is a great deal," Derek
"Alternative in the sense that
we are doing something difYer- Butcher, 21, advertising manent, but not so r~dically differ- ager and assistant program
director for KCAT, said. "One
ticket for $5 and two tickets for
$10." Tickets are available at
KCAT, Rodeo Records, and the
SUB information booth .
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OBSERVANCE
The bitter end .
All good things have finally come to their damned end.

At the end of fall quarter last year, when I was convinced by some of my colleagues who had been mucking
around with me in this pit of madness called The Observer to sign on as editor, I at the time never dreamt of
all these good things.
,
I have been forever changed by staring down the white,
void, columns of typeless space so neatly laid before me
like flashing tombstones.

But, the cheerful letters I received each week were
the very nectar that kept me going, rejuvenating my
corpuscles like salt rejuvenates a snail.
I squirm, remembering those beautiful envelopes that
held truth lightly glued between their lips; and i would
like to thank everyone who wrote in.
To start, I thank those who wrote in to fillet the previous week's stories, like those from which even the most
hard nosed editor would refrain.
I thank those who wrote in response to letters published
and those who, obviously afraid the issues might die after
only being run over twice, responded to the responses. It
would be a shame to just leave them flopping around in
the road. ·
·
I would also like to apologize to the one unfortunate
person who played victim to my childish, unprofessional
post-letter quip. It was the kind of thing for which the
gods of journalism leave you wandering an extra 40 years
in the desert.
I can say this now that I am returning to the powers-

that-not be and the un-everlasting mess of little to do and
laying around with feet i~ air and trying to re-remember
the things I hoped to forget. /
I can say that from the letters I received as editor, only
one or two of the 40 I got were original ideas-one not
gleaned from the pens of the Observer staff.

There is a whole world out there (or so I have been
told) and I hope next quarter someone on this campus
writes about it.
·
There is a new university president taking up shop
and I hope he writes to the paper. I hope he is a big fan of
this newspaper and waits next to the newsstand on
Thursday mornings frothing at the mouth unable to sleep
any longer because he has to see the next Zimmerman
cartoon.
Wandering like a yoice in the desert,
Mark Eaton

Editor

LETTERS
Positive
Mental
Attitude
To the editor:

I'm an exchange student
from Japan. l'v e been in
school for sixteen years.
BefQre I came here, I was
told that Anierican universities are very different from
those in Japan. I feel I should
have enrolled here four years
ago.
What makes me think this?
I am taking economics 201
with Dr. Lillard and I have
never felt like I have learned
anything in school until I
began this class. I am so
excited to go to class. He
explains what we don't
understand until we understand it. Many students ask
questions and sometimes we
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impressed to see you all have
high PMA about classes in
general. I am really glad to
have had the opportunity to
come here and rediscover
how to learn.
Miwako Yamada

See LETIERS I page 8
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Scene editor

Brent DaPron

Jay Vroman

have.extensive discussions.
These kinds of things may
sound natural to you, but
they are totally unfamiliar to
me.
I am from a fairly prestigious university and there
during class, only a few
students listen to what the
professor is talking about.
Some students sleep, while
others are having nice
conversations with their
neighbors. Many people read
fashion magazines, or write
letters, or simply skip class.
The students don't care
whether we understand or.
not.
Tests tend to be pretty easy;
· therefore, students don't
have to study very hard to
pass. There is no such thing
as discussion or asking
questions in class. Class is
completely lifeless.
Here at Central, I' have to
study very hard, but that is
why I .am ·here, to learn. If I
hadn't come here, I would
have lost all Positive Mental
Attitude (PMA) like the
students of Japan. I am so
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were given numerical standing. Through a series of stages .
thepoolofsome 165candidates
was pared at first to nine, who
were interviewed personally,
and then to five who were invited to campus (one subsequently withdrew from consideration.)
Individuals either made the
cut
or they didn't. At the first
To the editor:
cut an alternative or two were
As a member of the Presiden- designated and one was in fact
tial Search Committee, I would called up due to a candidate's
like to correct some points made withdrawal. That alternate
by Anne Nelson in her letter of was not Dr. Nelson. He made
March 5, 1992.
every cut on his own merits.
No search committee member
was ever dismissed and only
one ever left the committee at
all. That person was Trustee
Frank Sanchez who withdrew
at the time of the first meeting
in early summer. He did not
participate in the search process.
The Executive Director of the
search process, Dick Thompson,
resigned in late September To the editor:
shortly before the selection
In regard to the sports story
process began. While a key
figure, he was not a member of about the Central swim team
in the March 5, issue of The
the committee.
Candidates were never Observer.
ranked. No candidate was ever Is your writer confused or just
designated high or low, nor

From LETTERS I page 7

Nelson has
merit in
selection

To 'plop' or
not to 'plop'
the question

We have moved to a new location!

ASSEMBLAGE .

ignorant? He says that the
women "plopped" into second
place at the swim meet and the
men were "impressive" in
fourth place. Somehow,
"plopped" sounds as if the
writer thinks the women didn't
do as well as the men. But I
would think that second place
has to be better than fourth. Is
the men's team so bad that it's
"impressive" if they manage to
drag in at fourth place in a ten
school meet?
Conversely, are the women so
good that they just "plopped"
themselves down in second
place? And why do we know
how many points the men
scored, but not the women? My
guess is that the men's and
women's teams are comparable, but the writer chose not
to bother with all those details
about the women. He must
have been confused and
thought that women aren't very
important to readers.
You boys in the sports department need to pull your
heads out. Try to see the whole
picture, or get a woman to help
you write the story. Needless
to say, I'm not "impressed."
C.A. Bennett
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Central faces war and growth
When you look at the history of
any university both outside and
internal influences can be seen that
have shaped it and have given it
character~

During the third 25 years of
Central Washington University's
existence, war and social changes
were the main forces molding life
on campus.
In 1942 World War II swirled
'through the campus sweeping it
clean of more than half its students. Of those left attending
Central during those years, most
kept their thoughts and ·activities
centered around the war. Support,
through fundraising, commirnity
involvement and conservation
measures, was approached with
dedicated enthusiasm.
Campus activities like "Culture
Hour" sprang up and dealt with
the political, economic and artistic
influences of that time. Students,
faculty and people from the
community attended these evening
forums.
During the war Central, like other
state institutions, lacked funding.
But most of the economic problems
were taken in stride.
After the war, growth and expansion were on everyone's mind.
Those returning from the war were
given an incentive to go to school
when the "GI Bill" was passed.
Attendance boomed.
Money, which was stuffed away
during the war, was freed up for
projects and buildings on campuses throughout the state.
During the 1950s and 1960s
construction projects on campus
were almost continuously being
developed. Housing and major
instructional halls were expanding
in an attempt to keep up with the
expected increase in students.
There was an enormous enrollment jump from 1941to1966. The
population increased almost 10
times in that 25-year span, from
578 to 5055 students.
The mood on campus during the

World War II

Life in.
w-artinte
'Work as students
more important
than ever before' -

Happy days. Students stroll arm In arm In front of McConnell Auditorium.

1950s was one of contentment. But
by the early 1960s students began to
ask for more control and began to
embrace their right to free speech.
In 1961 the Student Government
Association sponsored "Speak~r in
the Union," a program that brought
in a variety of speakers for open
discussions. Authorities on political,
economic, social, international and
cultural issues carried on what quite
often were animated discussions in
the Samuelson Union Building.
Central also put on a series of six

"symposiums." The symposiums
were held each spring and classes
were closed for two days to encourage attendance.
By 1966 the American presence in
Vietnam was beginning to capture
students' attention and there were
marches for and against support of
America's involvement in that war.
From 1941 to 1966 Central saw
more physical expansion than ever
before and at the same time started
to see personal expansion as
invaluable.
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Cadets take over
campus

Trustees
and presidents

1962-67,
the 'symposium'
years

The apple harvest of
1942

Construction and
expansion

Those who served
and gave their lives

e

Name changes,
'Chuckles'

Basketball
makes rebound
after WWII

In the fall of 1941, when World War II
began to significantly occupy Americans' a tten ti on, the attitudes of Central
Washington College of Education students were beginning to evolve from
neutrality to inevitability.
Five weeks before the attack on Pearl
Harbor, the campus newspaper, The
Crier, wrote in an editorial, "No one
wantswar.Nowthatoneisthrustupon
us the only reasonable course left is to
defend ourselves and erase the cause
of our trouble."
When war did come, it affected the
campus in many different ways. The
sales of defense stamps, which had
begun before the war, became an even
more prevalent function. In some cases
the stamps were made into corsages
and worn at social functions.
Complete plans were.made for campus defense and student evacuation in
case of enemy attack. Along with instructions about what to do during
emergencies, there were trial ''blackouts" each night, which left students
complaining they didn't have enough
time to study.
The population of the campus quickly
began to decrease as students were
drafted and enlisted into the military.
The number of students went from 766
in 1941 down to 268 in 1944.
This population drain was seen dramatically in the number of men left at
the college. By 1944 there were only 8
men on campus.
The lack of men skewed the social
programs on campus and women students spentmuch of their time working
with the Red Cross, the U.S.0. and on
the selling of savings stamps.
Various means were used to sell savings stamps; admission fees were occasionally replaced by stamps and sometimes raffles were held to increase sales.
The need for conservation during the
war was ever apparent. The college
calendar was altered to discourage
unnecessary travel. Classes were held
sometimes on holidays, including
Thanksgiving, to keep students from
traveling.
Many rapid changes occurred on the
Central campus during the war. The
decline in student population was
See WW II I pag_e 2
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Ariny Air Force cadets invade cainpus
On a crisp February morning in 1943
students at Central Washington College of Education Y\eard the first songs
echoing from Army Air cadets as they
marched to and from classes.
The cadets were the first of more than
1,800 men who were sent to Central as
part of their flight preparation training.
In July 1942 Central President Robert
McConnell was told Central was being
considered as a training school for the
Army Air Force. McConnell immediately offered Central's facilities for the
training school.
By January 1943, Central was readying the school for the cadets. The main
problem was housing: The largest and
most suitable dormitory for cadets was
Kamola Hall, which was then occupied
by women students.
A three-way shuffle had to bearranged
to solve the problem. The55 men living ·
in Munson Hall had to move to the
Antlers Hotel and Webster Hotel
downtown and the women had to
move frqm Kamola, carrying most of
their belongings by hand, to Munson.
A five-month training course planned
by the Air Corps had to be implemented. The training school had its
commanding officer, Capt. Ewing W.
Kinkhead, but some of the programs
were taught by Central faculty members freed up by declining enrollments.
There was a wide variety of educa~onal levels in the cadets. This, along
with the need for pilots - training
completed or not- for the war effort,
made it difficult for the teaching staff
who would sometimes arrive at class
only to find out their students had been
shipped out on short notice.

_Not one group of cadets completed
the five-month training course. The
longest stayed just under four months
and the shortest was shipped out after
less than two months of training.
· The cadets liked Central and morale
among them was high. They sang as
they marched and though some of the
songs were somewhat '1ustful," they
were an inspiration to the students.
The cadets were a welcome addition
to the campus, especially to the women
students. With the war taking most of
the men off campus, every effort was
taken to include the cadets into
weekend social programs.
Of course along with the intermingling, many relationships developed
between students and cadets. But like
datingeverywhere,itwasfraughtwith
hazard. The student newspaper The
Campus Crier published a letter in its
"Boos and Bouquets" column thatread
"Boos to those aviation students who
asked for blind dates and then refused
to cooperate, phoning that they were
ill, or not even bothering to phone."
Most of the relationsh~ps were shortened when cadets were shipped out.
Later, when the program ended and
the last class of cadets was scheduled
to leave in June 1944, a letter published in the Crier read: "We weep
buckets of tears when we stop to think
how dead it's going to be around here
when there are no more cadets. And
weekends - we won't think of that
now."
In all, the Army Air Cadets training
program was a success for Central
and left another unique mark on the
school's history . .

The cadets sang ulustily" as they marched throughout the campus.

Students aid apple harvest
in 'battle of the orchards'
There was a battle in Washington state during World War
II that involved most of the
students at Central Washington College of Education.
The battlefields were the many
orchards in the Chelan,
Okanogan, Yakima and Ellensburg areas. In the fall of
1942 there was a signific.a nt
labor shortage because of the
war, and apple growers lacked
the manpower to harvest their

crops before they over-ripened
or froze.
Students and faculty from
Central voted to suspend
classes and create a work force
to quickly harvest the apples.
The students called their effort "The Battle for the Orchards." Forfivedaysstudents
and faculty picked apples.
The student newspaper, The
Campus Crier, published poems by students extolling the

aches of hard work.
There were 375 harvest volunteers out of the540 students
and faculty at Central.
A total of 36,000 boxes of
apples were picked, worth almost $60,000. The volunteers'
service proved invaluable
when cold weather, that would
have destroyed thecrops,came
early that year.
Students also gave up Armistice Day vacation to harvest.

Cartoon from 1942 Campus Crier
From WWII I page 1
countered by the influx of Air
Force cadets who came to
Central after it was set up as a
training school for the Army
Air Force in 1942.
When the war ended there
were only 248 students attending the college. This
quickly changed when postwar funding known as the "GI
Bill" persuaded veterans
whose education had been interrupted by the war to return
to college.
The "GI invasion" hit the
college and a scramble for
housing ensued. The school
brought in portable housing.
There were so many veteran
students living there that the
complex nickname was
'ryetville."
Central's student population
grew rapidly, and by 1947 the
student body numbered over
1,000 for the first time.

Honor roll memorial
for those who served
A large number of Central
Washington College of Education students and faculty
were in the armed forces during World War II.
On May 30, 1945, a ceremony
was held at the college to
honor those students
A memorial plaque displayed the names of 510 students, former students and
graduates, 460 men and 50
women, plus 12 faculty members, who served their country during the war.
Thirty-one of these people,
30 men and 1 woman, -gave
their lives during the war.
Records show at least 22 students received one or more
citations for extraordinary and
meritorious service.
One student, Coast Guard
Signalman Douglas A. Munm,
was awarded the Congressional Medal of Honor, the
highest honor paid by the
United States to its citizens.
Munro, who died in combat,
was given the award, "for extraordinary heroism and conspicuous gallantry in action
above and beyond the call of
duty as officer-in-charge of a
group of Higgins boats engaged in the evacuation of a
battalion of Marines trapped
by enemy Japanese forces at
Point Cruz, Guadacanal, on ·
Sept 27, 1942.
"In order to protect the
heavily loaded boats, he valiantly placed his craft as a
shield between the beachhead

and the Japanese. When the
perilous task was nearly completed, Munro was killed by
enemy fire."
The Medal of Honor was
presented by President
Roosevelt to his father and
mother in Washington, D.C.
Here is a list of those from
Central who lost their lives
while in the armed forces
during World War II:
2nd Lt. Clifton Alford
Radio Man James Bailey
Staff Sgt. Valmore V. Bedard
Ensign Robert Keith Bowers
1st Lt. Lewis Braden
Cpl. E. K. Brown, Jr.
Lt. Commodore Burnett
Lt. Cortland Carmody
Lt. George Damaskos
Lt. Leon W. Ellsworth
Sgt. Stilson Erickson
2nd Lt. Jack Fisk
Lt. Philip Frederick Gillis
Lt. Allan Goodman
Staff Sgt. Thomas W. Hamby
Gunner Roy Earl Hickcox
Pfc. Keith Hickey
Lt. Ferdinand Holmberg
Air Cadet Glenn Hoyer
Pfc. John A. Kern, Jr.
Lt. Alfred W. Kreu tz
Ensign Eldon Lockett
Soundman Tommy Matelak
Ensign Herbert C. Maxson
Capt. Hamilton Montgomery
Signalman Douglas Munro
Ensign Francis Raison
Bill Rice
Lt. Manuel Schneidmiller
Wasp Mary Webster
Tech. Sgt. Robert S. Wren
y
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Those who were trustees and presidents .
Central Washington
University has had a
wide range of leaders.
The ideals and directions for the school
were initiated by a
collective need, but
implementation required leaders and
decision-makers.
Of Central's leaders
from 1941 to 1966, four
men left a lasting mark
on the school.
Three presidents
Victor J. Bou/I/on
Rohen E. McConnell
served during this
time: Robert E. McConnell, 1931-59; served as trustee from 1932 to 1965.
Perry H. Mitchell, 1959-61; and James
Bouillon, who was from Ellensburg,
E. Brooks, 1961-78. The fourth influ- set what is probably an all-time record
ential figure was Victor]. Bouillon, who among state institutions for longevity,

Republican and Democratic governors alike.
Faculty members also
showed their appreciation by recommending
thelibrary,builtin 1961,
be named in his honor.
Bouillon Hall stands as
a reminder of his service.
Robert E. McConnell
was Central's sixth
president and served
u·nder difficult times.
He took office in the
Perry H. Mitchell
James E.Brooks
. depression years and
when he served as chairman of the worked with the university in starting
much of the growth that took place
school's trustees for 33 years.
Bouillon was a well-liked trustee. He
was reappointed term after term by See LEADERS I page 4

Campus expansion means ·
41 major buildings, dorms
The growth ofthe student population at Central from 1941 to 1966 was coupled with a
physical expansion that saw 36 major structures and many other
smaller projects built
on campus.
Most of the construction came after World
War II, when building
projects that ~1ad been
placed on the back
burner where brought
to life by the surplus of
state funds that had
accumulated during
the war.
The elegant Lind Science Hall was one of
the first buildings to
come out of this funding. Built in 1947 with
reinforced concrete
- and brick veneer with
trim of Indiana limestone, it cost just over
$1 million.
Various other smaller
buildings, such as
apartments, group
dwellings and additions to buildings,
were built from 1941
to 1966.
But it is buildings like
Black Hall, Bouillon
Hal 1, Hertz Music Hall,
the two high-rise dormitories Muzzall and
Courson and Nicholson Pavilion, that are
known as the most
spectacular of the construction during these
years of physical expansion.
Of the dormitories
presently on campus;
17 of them were built
between 1942 and
1966. The most dramatic creations from
that time were the
identical, twin towers
Muzzall and Courson
halls, built simultaneously in 1966. These
two dorms have the
distinction of being the
tallest buildings in Ellensburg. ·
Funding for the various projects came from
a multitude of state funding.
.
The funding for Nicholson Pavilion fought
its way through the state Legislature from

1955to1957, and was disapproved twice before
the $1.4 million was passed in 1957.
Nicholson Pavilion was erected during the
year of 1959 and dedicated in February of
1960. Its suspension
construction has made
it a spectacular venue
for sporting events as
well as concerts and, of
course, commencement.
In 1957 a bond issue
of $25 million for
buildings at various
state institutions was
proposed by the state
Legislature. "Referendum 10" was put before voters in 1958.
Highly publicized in
the Ellensburg area, it
was passed in November of 1958.
The buildings that
came· from Central's
$2.5 million share of
Referendum 10 were
Black Hall and Grupe
Conference Center,
both finished in early
1961. Also built with
this money was Bouillon Hall atacostof$1.6
million. Bouillon was
built as a library and
was opened in September 1961.
The final major instructional hall constructed during the
1941-66 time period
was.Hertz Music Hall.
Hertz was built to replace the former music
building,
Edison
School, which was
.condemned by state
inspectors as unsafe for
expansion.
Funds for Hertz were
allocated in 1961 fo the
tune of $1.2 million
from the state Legislature. Much care was
taken in the designing
of the building for
sound quality, and an
acoustical engineer
was hired to help in its
research and design.
Hertz Hall was completed on January 1, 1964, and dedicated to
honor Dr. Wayne Hertz, who had been chair of
the music department since 1938.

University Natne Changes
1891
Washington State Normal School
1937
Central Washington College of Education
1961
Central Washington State College·
1977
Central Washington University

Cartoon from 1950 Campus Crier
-

·-

Not only is ou.r hero on.
of Centra.lt finest ph~5'ccal
sp•cimine§, l>u.t a.l:so a. fin•
sf:holar. l3rd. year freshmcm)
«Ch"el<les" is a. mu....,itions
expert. too, o.ccording to
--Mrs. Prat1r. In his Sf>'lre tiMc.
Chuck is a. cook (?)
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'60s 'symposiums' look into Brooks takes over
American values, revolution presidency at 35

The best example of life at
Central Washington State
College during the early '60s
was found in the symposiums
that were put on for six consecutive years from 1962 to
1967.
The symposiums were the
brainchild of professors Elwyn
Odell and David Burt, and
given the go-ahead by university President James Brooks.
The annual symposiums were
designed to explore American
values. Classes were suspended for two days so ~tu
dents could attend, although
attendance was voluntary.
Some of the world's great
thinkers were invited to lecture
for the two days, and discussions were held on the many
issues surrounding the
symposium's theme.
Over the six years the themes,
in order, were, "American
Values," "Man Thinking The Idea of a College," ''Man
Worshipping," "Man Working," "Man Playing" and
"Revolution."

Largely as a result of the symposium, the intellectual life and
spirit of Central were greatly
improved.
Some of the speakers who
lectured at these sy~posiums
included Kenneth Burke, ·
Robert Theobald, Paolo Soleri,
Margaret Mead, Stokely
Carmichael and Timothy
Leary.
Leary's visit in 1963 proved
to be unusual in many ways.
He opened his lecture with the
announcement that this would
be his last lecture as a college
professor to a college audience
and that he would be dedicating all his time henceforth to attendance from the student
the research of mind expan- population declined steadily
after the first two years.
sion drugs.
Leary then proceeded to ex- By the final years a majority of
plain some of the research he the students considered the
had been doing with LSD and two-day symposium period as
a vacation from classes.
Psilocybin.
A collection of the speeches
Leary'sandothercuttingedge
lectures demonstrated the from all six symposiums was
uniqueness of the Central published in 1971 in a book
called "A College Looks at
symposiums.
Despite the tremendous suc- American Values," edited by
cess of the first symposium, Elwyn Odell.

Nicholson, a man for all seasons
The greatest influence over
Central athletics from 1941 to
1966 was Leo Nicholson.
Nicholson was director of
athletics from 1929 to 1964.
Even though Nicholson had
completed law school, he decided to become a coach instead of an attorney. In his four
years as a high school basketball coach his team won 91 out
of 100 games.
At Central, Nicholson
coached football as well as
basketball in his first years as _
director of athletics. He
coached every major sport except baseball at one time or
another.
Basketball was his gem, and
although he told his players it
was "only a game," his teams
compiled nine conference
championships.
As a college basketball coach
Nicholson reached the500-win
mark with various teams and
was elected to the National
Association of Intercollegiate
Hall of Fame in 1964.

Leo Nicholson and Central President Robert McConnell
look at a model of Nicholson Pavilion_ in 1958.

When Nicholson stepped · the 1950s. When the building
down as coach in 1964 he was was built in 1960 the faculty
replaced by his son, Dean and trustees voted to name the
Nicholson, a graduate of Cen- building in his honor.
tral. Nicholson's team won the Nicholson Pavilion was the first
NAIA District I championship building named for a person
the following year.
sti 11 active on Central' s staff and
Leo Nicholson was deeply is an indication of the great ininvolved in the planning of fluence Nicholson had on the
Central' s new gymnasium in university.
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From LEADERS I page 3
from 1941 to 1966. He served
28 years as president.
McConnell's·resignation in
late 1959 came as a surprise
to some but others saw it
connected to the growing influence of the Board of
Trustees on the college. The
board itself indicated their
preparedness for McConnell's r~signation when they
immediately appointed
Perry Mitchell to be acting
president.
Mitchell was a business administrator who first came to
Central in 1949. He was not
expected to stay in the position of president for more
than a year. In the end,
however, he served as president from November 1959
until September 1961.
All of that time Mitchell was
deeply involved in preparations for the expected increase in student population.
He helped remove obstacles
holding up funding in the
1959 state Legislature that
were preventing extensive
physical growth from happening at Central during
those years.
During all of Mitchell's tenure Central was still searching for a new president, but
the search encountered difficulties. The trustees wanted
more involvement from faculty and in the end a criteria
committee and screening
committee were setup to help
select a president.
After three candidates were
selected in 1960, all three
dropped out of the running
for various reasons.
Final Iyin early 1961, Central
graduate James E. Brooks
applied and was accepted as
Central's eighth president.
Brooks was 35 years old
when he took over the
presidency from McConnell.
Being a young president,
Brooks was eager to learn and
was always in search of advice. He asked for criticism
and sought improvement,

not merely approval. This
was a new experience for the
faculty and they made the
most of the opportunity.
Central would never be the
same again.
One of the major changes
Brooks made was to reorganize the faculty. He went
from 11 educational divisions
to six, and within two years
he changed that to a format
of departments and programs. There were three main
programs, Education, Arts
and Sciences and Graduate
Studies, plus the various departments that fell under
those programs.
These changes were made
in hopes of improving faculty
morale.
During his first year as
president Brooks, a firm believer in academic freedom,
was hit head-on by this
volatile issue. In 1960 a guest
speaker set to appear at the
campus was squelched by
pressure from people all
around the state.
Gus Hall, national secretary
of the American Communist
party, was set to speak at
Central as well as other campuses in the state. But atter
much deliberation with students and faculty,Brooksdecided to cancel the appearance. All the other affected
institutions in the state made
the same decision based
largely on threats and protests to Hall.
After the Hall experience
Brooks and the trustees
agreed to adopt a permanent
policy regarding speakers.
Another facet that came out
of this turmoil was a series of
college-sponsored "symposiums." The symposiums,
held during a week in which
classes were dismissed, invited guest speakers from
around the country. The
symposiums lasted five
years, starting in 1962.
Brooks continued his tenure as president until 1978.
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BOD has been busy ...
revising the ASCWU constitution
planning Legislative Day
fighting .against tuition increases
promoting increased financial aid and House Bill 1218
revising the Club Senate Constitution
working on teacher evaluations (Ref. #1)
ru_n ning the Emerging Leaders program
working on ASCWU Community and Campus Study on
Discrimination
working with SUB Union Board to separate Info and
Espresso Booths and to establish a Union Policy
continuing with Wildcat Nightclub

Thank you for sharing your opinions and
concerns with us! Please continue to visit!
· We are working for yQu!

Washington College Promise
Representative Ken Jacobsen created a plan to increase the financial aid eligibility
bracket The Washington College Promise Program guarantees:

- - no student whose family earns less than $49,000 would be
denied access to higher education because of ~eed _
- property would not be considered income in determining
financial aid eligibility
- more money for first generation college students and those..
wanting to attend graduate/finishing school
SUPPORT this program and call:

1-800-562-6000

Good Luck on Finals!
Have a WILD Spring Break!
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
SUB 106
963·1693
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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SC.E.ZV.E.·
Turn your body into a canvas

Tattoos have hit the mainstream again .a nd to some Central students, it's not hard t~ see why
.

.

.

·-.:.

.

.

.

.

Chandra Burdette
Staff reporter

Tattooing is a worldwide
custom dating back as far as
300 B.C.
In some cultures, ·tattoos
are believed to intimidate evil
spirits and up until the 20th
Century, Iranians tattooed
themselves for beautification, to cure sickness and
chase away evil spirits.
This practice of self-expression used to be exclusive
among criminals and members of the armed forces.
Today, the art of tattooing
is no longer a characteristic
ofcriminals, military persons
or a tribal custom.
Tattooing is now a form of
expression that is on the uprise.
"I have a tattoo of a rose on
the outside of my right ankle ·
really close to my foot,"
Stacey Desautel said. .
The Central Living Group
Adviser got her tattoo last
June at Rivercity Tattoo in
Spokane. ·
"I had always wanted one,
so I got a couple friends together and went," D_esautel
said.
"My rose is about 2" long

_

Brent DaPron/The Observer

This Wildcat recently turned her body Into a canvas. Some
say getting tattoos is an addiction.

and 112" wide. It cost about
$30," she said.
"Some people think it's really gross and that I'm a motorcycle woman and a total
rebel," Desautel said. "I'm
not."
Rachel Fouts, a senior at
Central, got a tattoo of three
tear drops on her right hip last
summer at the Seattle Tattoo
Emporium.
"I've always wanted a tattoo,
so a friend of mine went with
me and we got them together,"

Fouts said.
"Most people think it's pretty
cool. Not many people have
not liked it. In fact, they are
surprised at how small it is. I
think they expect me to have
this huge tattoo, but it's really
small," Fouts said.
Damon Moore, a tattoo artist
and the owner of Tattoos by
Damon in Wenatchee, said he
has been tattooingfor over four
years.
"I got my first tattoo about
seven years ago and said this

Graduate art ·s tudent
gives final hurrah at
Spurgeon Art Gallery

"A Way of Life'~ by Robert Dohrmann, is one of his many
works on display in the Sarah Spurgeon Art Gallery~ The
artwork encourages Interaction with its spectators.

present his collection of handmade books, some of which
have been exhibited nationally.
There is a current of Americana running through many of
these pieces along with elements of Kitsch and dark humor.
His plans for the future include art.
"I am currently applying for
college art teaching positions
and plan to seriously continue

wor king on my ' personal
projects as well," he said.
As a culmination to three
years of work and the completion ofhis Master's of Fine Arts
degree, Dohrmann will present.
his thesis exhibition at the
Sarah Spurgeon Gallery from
March 30 through April 3.
There will be a gallery reception Saturday night, March 28
from 7 to 9 p.m. The public is
welcomed to attend.

"People get tattoos to enwork is for me," Moore said.
Moore spent about two years . hance one's own beauty,"
Moore said.
gathering equipment to open
his tattoo parlor.
''They are a symbol of innerWhen you walk into Tattoos
self expression on the outside
by Damon, the first thing you
ofapersonsbody. Theymake
will notice is that the walls
a statement about what kind
are d~corated by hundreds of
of person they are," he said.
designs.
"Most people, once they get
"People are often not creone tattoo, they get another.
ative enough to come up with
It's kind of addicting."
their own ideas, so we proContrary to popular belief,
vide them with some," Moore
getting AIDS from a tattoo is
said.
highly unlikely.
The next step in the tattoo"People are more at risk to
ing process is to draw a picgethepatitiS than AIDS," said
ture of the tattoo and stencil
Moore. "But 'good' tattoo
it onto the area to be tatparlors take precautions to
tooed.
prevent the transmission of
"First we clean the area to
either one."
be tattoed with alcohol, then
When looking for a place to
apply the stencil," said Moore.
get a tattoo, take note of the
"Then we fill in the stencil
actions of the tattoo artist.
'Yith tattooing ink."
Watch for whether or not they
"The price we charge is dechange needles and if they
termined by the complexity
sterilize all instruments af-_
of the tattoo, the colors inter eacn use. /
volved and time put into do"If they don't do it, thenjust
ingthe tattoo. We have a flat
walk out," Moore said.
fee of $10," Moore said.
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Antiques, with a side

orde~
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of junk

by Ellen Pope

in town, one with seven and
another with five rentals.
"They keep me afloat," he
At Roxxy's Rubble in down- said.
town Ellensburg, you can
They also keep him busy. He
rummage leisurely through bought Roxxy's from a woman
used goods and piles ofkitsch, by the same name, who had
memorabilia and old record made a go of the business by
albums, and find the occa- attending yard sales and barsional precious antique or gaining. Martin won't let his
piece ofjewelrythat'sjustright customers bargain for a lower
for you.
price unless an item has been
Located across from Stan- in the store for over three
dard Paint at 305 N. Pine, the months. He will sometimes
second-hand store is owned barter, but rarely.
and operated by the good-na"And .when times are very
tured Chop Martin, and his slow, I'll have an all-out sale,"
wife Joan, who does the book- he said.
keeping, on their home comH~ likes to refer to his
puter. After one and one half business as a 'quality thrift
years of poor business, Joan store' rather than a junk shop.
wants to get rid of the shop,
"I try to make sure all items
but Chop can't part with it.
are in good working order," he
"I don't make any money on said.
it, but I like doing it," he said
However, guarantees aren't
with a deep frown furrowing in the contract. He will look at
in his head. "I used to operate anything you bring in, and if _
a welding shop, but there I he thinks he can sell it, he will.
He is currently trying to get
starved in the winter."
But Martin doesn't put all out of the consignment busihis eggs in one basket. He also ness because it isn't profitable
•
owns two apartment buildings enough.
Contributing writer

·NATIONAL
NUTRITION ~~i
MONTH 1992
"Eat Right America!"

K. ic.11/The Obaerver

Chop Martin owns and operates Roxxy's Rubble. "Barglns" Is the key word at this store.
Don't expect to barter though, unless the merchandise has been around for a while.

Three other second-hand
shops and two antique stores
have opened in town since
Martin bought his busip.ess
from Roxxy. Consequently, he

says, his profits have plunged
50 percent.
"The Salvation Army and St.
Vincent De Paul pay no taxes
and that constitutes unfair

,.DR. MYRON LINDER
. ti DR. SANDY LINDER
,
962-2570
.
.Linder Chiropractic Center
1011 N. Alder ... next to campus

NUTRITION NIGHT '92
Holmes West & Tunstall-Commons

March 12th
DINNER MENU
Vegetable Stew
Stuffed Chicken Breasts in
Mushroom Sauce
Icelandic Cod Scampi
Wild Rice
Parselied Red Potatoes
Steamed Broccoli
Stir-Fried Vegetables
Whole-Wheat Rolls
Creamy Orange Cheesecake
Frozen Yogurt Sundae Bar

DIETARY ANALYSIS
Have your diet analyzed and see how you rate
nutritionally!
Pick up a 24-hour dietary-recall form at the
office located on the east side of Holmes
Dining Hall and keep track of what you eat
for a day.
Return the recall forms to the same office or to
the nutrition booths located at Holmes West or
Tunstall-Commons during dinner on March 12,
and your diet will be analyzed using
Computrition, a computer analysis
program. Your results and the
expert recommendations
will be returned
to you.

General
Admission

$20.00

TICKETS AT TICKETMASTER
OR CHARGE BY P_
HONE (206) 628-0888

competition," he said.
Losing out on the lucrative
antique business has especially hurt him.
"There is money in antiques," he said.
Despite the setbacks, Martin wants to leave the 'shop
with chop' sign in his store
window for a while. Business
might pick up again. More and
more students come into town.
His overhead is low His son
helps out for free and the young
woman he employs part time
is 'very honest.'
And Martin likes to talk to
customers and be his own boss.
t
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-Rentals courtesy of New World Video- 415 N. Main, 962-6447

'Barton Fink' stinks, or way too deep
They said I was a fool to
dream. I wanted the final installment in my brief tenure
as ajournalist to be a volcano
of sincere approval. Well,
maybe in another life.
I haven't been so bitterly
dissappointed in a movie since
"King Ralph." But how could
I go wrong? This movie was
written and directed by the
creators of "Raising Arizona"
for God's sake! And it stars
two of my favorite actors, veteran John Goodman and upand-comer John Turturro in
the title role.
The movie I am speaking
of is a little-known, recentlyreleased-on-video flop called,
"Barton Fink," created by Joel
and Ethan Coen.
"Barton Fink" is about a
talented playwright from
·New York (Turturro) who
goes to Hollywood to begin a
career as a screenwriter. As
he begins writing his first
script, he befriends his

by Tom Linthicum

Staff reporter

nkxtdoor neighbor, Charlie
Meadows (Goodman) and has
a briefaffair with the girlfriend
of a well-known novelist, William Mayhew (John Mahoney).
The girlfriend (Judy Davis)
ends up dead and the cops suspect Fink.
Now, I like to provide a little
synopsis like this one in all of

my reviews so people will have
an idea of what the movie is
about. Only this one is quite
· different. In this case, I've just
revealed the entire movie. To
my knowledge, I don't think
I've left out one detail.
Almost an entire hour of
nonsense goes by before the
girlfriend is finally killed. Fink
wakes up to her lying in a pool
ofher own blood and I began to
believe that my patience was
being paid off. But to no av~il.
What follows is yet another
hour of torturous boredom.
I don't quite know what went
wrong. Turturro puts up a fine
performance in the title role.
Goodman is great as the
friendly
but
off-beat
neighbor. But nothing really
ever happens in this movie.
Aside from the murder, I found
myself constantly hoping for
something, anything to happen to act as a little tidbit to
hold my interest. No luck.
But do you want to know the

Great·Coupons
That
Two Good
To Miss

el
·

most pathetic aspect of this tially an editorial column is
whole thing? "Barton Fink" is that I can say damn near anynot a murder mystery or a thing I want. See? I can even
crime-drama or anything like say, "damn."
that. But I can't even tell you
But anyway, I've really enwho killed the girlfriend be- joyed writing this column for
cause it would ruin the only · the past 10 weeks and I've
part of this film that could be appreciated the responses I've
considered even mildly enter- received-all four of them. So
taining!
maybe in the broader scheme
Once this nightmare was of things, a movie review isn't
over and the credits started all that significant. Maybe one
rolling, I figured there must .man's opinion of a movie isn't
have been some higher mean- socially important enough for
ing to "Barton Fink" that was the hallowed pages ofa w}:l.iny,
somehow lost on me, some self-righteous publication like
deepermessagethatmightnot The Drainage Ditch Review.
have been graspable to the Butifl've helpedjustone perc_ommon movie-goer like my- son be better informed as to
self... N ah! Screw that! "Barton which movie he or she will
Fink" is simply a bad movie.
next time choose to rent then,
Now, ifI can get philosophi- dammit, I feel I've done some
cal for a moment, one nice thing good! Thank you and I love
about writine what is essen- you all.

Shape Up
For Spring
at

NOBODY
KNOWS ·

Han's Gym

: · .t:alt1NO'S~

How You Like Pizza At Home.
Ellens bur~

925-6941

Quarter Special: March 30-June 13

Corner 8th & A.'1derson
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pizzas for only $7 .00
Additional toppings .65¢ each I
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2-new Climb Max Climbers
Stair Climbers
Lifecycles
Olympic Freeweights & Centerline System
Wolff System Tanning
Personalized Training
Nutritional Supplements
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or More Info:
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Try a mediuJ1? pizza with all of
your favorite toppings for only
$9.99 plus tax and get 2nd for
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C1.1s1ome1 pays sales W• where ~hcabfe Oel1ve'Y areas "mtted 10 ensure ufe
dflv1ng 01.1r drivers carry less :na,, $20 00 Cash value' 10c. O"r duvets ar• not
pwna.kledfOfi•t•de*lwenes : 1991 Oomlno1Pizza1nc

Va&.d at P8"CJPab"Qi storH onty Not valtd with any 01het oHet Pre.. may vary.
Customer pays s.alea II• where ac>phca~e . Oekvery. areas ~ ''"'ed 10 eMUre Hfe
driv;,,g. Ou, dnvers c;arry tesa ll"lan $20.00 Cash walue 1 r.: O"' driver• are not
peneUed tor late~ . : 1991 0onwio·a Pvza.lnc.

r- .

•II•·

: .

II
LARGE CHEESE -..,,... -UNL1Mi'TED-- ~

Vakl 11
stores on1y \.01 valtd Wtth any other oflet. Prices rnay var;.
Ct.1'1~' P•ys s.ales 1u where aPO'caibte. Oe4ive'Y •'•H hm1ted to ens.ure Nie
dt1v1l'lg Our O"vers earry less tnan 520 .00. Caah value' '10'. Our drive'• are not
penai.ze<I for I.ate de-Wenes . : i 991 Oomwio's P.ua.tnc.

IZZA $5.50 PLUS TAX
I
I
I
I
I
I

.

$50.00 for Weights or Aerobics
$75.00 for Both

Free First Visit!

Step Aerobics
& Regular
Aerobics 9
Classes Daily

'

~

'
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SPORTS
Wrestlers i1npressive a.t nationals
by Eric Sawyer
Staff Reporter

If John Madden had been at
the NAIA nationals in Hays,
Kan., this past weekend, he
would have been awe inspired
by the performance turned in
by the 'Cat's Mark Bonthuis.
Bonthuis finished second, the
best finish by a Central wrestler since 1987. That was impressive indeed, but it;s how he
got there that would have made
Madden weep.
In his first match of the
tournament he lamb-basted
Mark Wandle of Dickinson
State 20-8.
He moved on to face T.
Halstead of Chadron State,
whom he handily put aside 124. Now, here comes the good
part. In his semi-final match
he would have to face topseeded Donald Andy of Northern Montana.
This was a physical and bloody
match that saw more of its fair
share of injury time-outs.
Bonthuis broke his nose and
required stitches for a badly
split lip. Andy separated his

shoulder, was briefly knocked
unconscious, and had a dislocated knee. Despite the injuries, both wrestlers finished
this brutal and jarring match.
Bonthuis perservered by overcoming his injuries and his
opponent to win the grueling
match 3-2.
Bonthuis lost in the finals to
Tim Morrissey of Western
State 3-1. The difference in
this match was a penalty point,
and a riding time point. He
finished his season with a tremendous 31-9 record. His
strong placing earned him AllAmerican honors.
The 'Cats had two grapplers
finish in 5th place; Nick Nastri
and· Lee MacDiarmid.
Nastri finished with a 3-2
record and earned All-American honors. Nastri's overall
record for the season was 1810.
Central's top winner for the
season was MacDiarmid. He ·
finished in a tie for the most
single-season wins ever with
37. He lost only nine matches
all year. "I'm a little disappointed in my performance, but
there's always next year," said

Mark Bonthuis
MacDiarmid referring to his
job at nationals.
Roger Shoup finished strongly
at the meet winning three and
losing three to place him sixth
for the meet. He also won AllAmerican honors. He finished
up his season at 21-13.
Eric Rotondo was the "big
surprise" for the 'Cats finishing eighth. He entered nationals with a not-so-impressive 1715-1 record. But like most
sports, what matters most, is
how you do when crunch time
rolls around and the pressure
mounts. He handled the pressure en-route to winningthreematches and earning honorable All-American honors. He
finished his season at 20-18.

Nick Nastri

Lee MacDiarmid

Roger Shoup
Despite entering just six
wrestlers, the 'Cats posted their
best team finish in seven years,
finishing ninth. Northern
Montana won the team title
with 109 points. Five of the top
nine teams were from the Pa-

Eric Rotondo
cific North west. Simon Fraser,
Northern Montana, Western
Montana, and Southern Oregon all joined Central in the
top nine.

B~ball

Spring into intramurals

by Ron Munson
Spo.rts editor

Sports editor

tealll
ends season
with a loss Sports prograinprovides opportunities to get off the couch·
by Ron Munson

petition will be stiff between spoons, brassies and cleeks
48 co-ed teams (four leagues), then the intramural sports de36 mep.'s teams (three leagues) partment has just the fix.
and 12 women's teams (one
Golf starts April 6 and continleague). If the women's league ues every Mondayuntffthe end
does not fill completely, it will of the quarter. Student membecome part of the co-ed bers get free green's fees, prizes
every Monday and someone
leagues.
The softball season starts will even figure out their
April 13.
handicap for them.
Ifyou prefer playing the links, Non-student members willget
while plumb-bobbing, using ·reduced green's fees. All
mid-mashies,
mashies, matches start at 3 p.m.
If you are more of a sports
niblicks, mashie niblicks,

observer, Rob Gimlin, intramural sports director, says he
is working on a package deal
for students for the April 20
Seattle Mariners game in Seattle. The Mai:iners will be
taking on the defending World
Champion Minnesota Twins.
For the low, low, low price of
$10, Gimlin will provide
transportation to and from the
game and a ticket to get into
the game, to boot. Food and
bevarages are up to you.

Central's men's basketball With weather permitting, the
team fell short of the district intramural sports department
championship finals when they has all.sorts offun planned for
~ lost to St.- Martin's College on this spring quarter. If you are
March 4.
planning to organize a team or
Central led 33-30 at halftime want to sign on with an existand went ahead of the Saints ing team, now is the time.
by 10 points early in the second
Leagues for co-ed softball,
half, however, turnovers men's softball and women's
proved to be costly as the Saints -softball are filling up. If all
1
tied it at 43-43.
leagues fill to capacity, com, The Wildcats kept it close but
could not rally in the end, losing by a score of 72-69.
Larry Foster, who earned alldistrict honors and led the
Wildcats in scoring this year,
scored 27 points against the
Saints. Jason Pepper added 22
points while Terry Britt scored
11 points and led the 'Cats in
UM/TED NUMBER OF SPOTS
rebounds with ten.
The Wildcats finished the
LEAGUES
season 19-13. They won eight
MON.-WED.
TUES.-THURS.
*TEAMS MAY REGISTER FOR THE
of their last 11 games and apPRE-SEASON TOURNAMENT BY PAYING
peared to be peaking as they
3:00 PM WOMENS "W"
3:00 PM CO-ED "B"
THE $5.00 ENTRY FEE. PRE-SEASON
entered the playoffs.
4:00 PM CO-ED
"A"
4:00
PM
MENS
"Y"
TOURNAMENT IS LIMITED TO THE FIRST
During the course of the sea16 TEAMS IN THE CO-ED AND MEN'S
5:00
PM
MENS
"X"**
5:00
PM
MENS
"Z"
son the 'Cats set or equaled 13
DIVISION AND FIRST 8 TEAMS IN THE
6:00
PM
CO-ED
"C"**
6:00
PM
CO-ED
"D"
individual and team records.
WOMEN'S DIVISION.
Pepper accounted for four of
**THESE LEAGUES ARE FOR TEAMS WANTING TO PLAY IN A
MORE COMPEffiIVE LEAGUE
the records including; season
and career steals (95, 229) and
ALL LEAGUES ARE LIMITED TO 12 TEAMS. TEAMS WILL BE REGISTERED AS THEY PAY.
turnovers (126, 302).
PRE-SEASON
TOURNAMENT BEGINS APRIL 6, MANAGERS MEETING IS AT NAPV 117, 5PM APRIL 9.
Foster set a single-season
.
LEAGUE PLAY BEGINS APRIL 13.
record with nine steals against
Southern Oregon and also set
season (89.2) and career (84.5)
records for free thro~ ~erc.ent
age.

IN-TRA.MU.RAL SPORTS SOFTBALL

ENTRY FEE: $40.00 PER TEAM
REGISTRATION BEGINS MAR. 2

1

See HOOPS I page 15

SIGN UP AT SUB 212

*SIGN UP EARLY
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Rollerblading gaining popularity
Commuters takiitg advantage Of environmentally soun_d ride
by Amy Reynolds
College press service

Tired of cruising crowded
parking lots on campus? Forget
them.
College students nationwidepredominantly in Minnesota
and California- are joining the
in-line commuting trend. They
are using their in-line skatesbasically a combination ofroller
and ice skates- to travel to and
from class, as well as for fuh
and fitness.
And considering that advanced skaters can reach
speeds up to 30 miles per hour,
and that they don't have to
worry about parking the car or
environmental pollution, inline skates may just be the
transportation of choice in the
future.
"!just don't like being inside a
metal box (a car) on a nice day.
It's the ideal way to see the
cities and get a panoramic
view," Team Rollerblade Captain Dave Cooper told Toledo
Magazine.
Cooper, like thousands of
others, uses his skates ·to
commute to work in Dearborn,
Mich.
Although newly popular, inline skating, the generic term
for the sport, actually dates
back to the early 1700s when a
Dutch inventor tried to simulate ice skating for the summertime by attaching wooden
spools to his shoes. The skates
were called roller skates, even
though they featured only a
single line of wheels. Conventional skates, with wheels under the skater's both heel and

RESERVE

tpes, didn't develop until 1863
in Massachusetts.
In 1980, two Minnesota
brothers, also hockey players,
found an old pair of in-line
skates and decided to update
them, using polyurethane
wheels in a line with a toe
break, all underneath a molded
boot shell.
Rollerblade, Inc., the leading
manufacturer ofin-line skates
was thus born, selling the
skates out of the back of a truck
to hockey players and skiers as
an off-season tool for training.
In 1984, an entrepreneur
bought the company and targeted a much broader market.
Now, according to the National Sporting Goods Asso. ciation, about 20 companies
manufacturing in-line skates,
with sales topping $53 million
in 1990. Although 1991 figures
aren't available, NSGA estimates that sales jumped past
$100 million.
Industry sales have doubled
every year since 1988 and now
Rollerblade estimates that
about four million people own
in-line skates.
·
"It's growing like crazy," said
Mary Haugen, Rollerblade
spokeswoman. "Our main users are between the ages of 18
and 35. Athletes are still using
them for training, and we're
seeing a lot of college students
using them to commute to and
from class."
Students are also using them
for fitness.
"Aerobically, it's somewhere
between cycling and running,"
Haugen said. "It's as good or
better for the muscle groups in

OFFICERS'

the legs and lower back and it's
much more low impact than
running. And, in general, it's
more fun."
Mike Doers, a hockey player
at the University ofWisconsin
atMadison, saidhefirstbought
a pair ofin-line skates 10 years
ago. Doers said he used to use
his skates for training, but now
he just skates recreationally.
"It uses the same muscles (as
hockey), but it throws off your
stride a little bit," he said. For
that reason, Doers had to give
up the skates for training.
Still, Doers said he spent years
playing roller hockey with the
in-line skates, a hockey stick
and a tennis ball with his
friends in parking lots. Roller
hockey is just another way
people are using the skates to
get into shape and for entertainment.
In-line skating is easier to
master, he said.
"It's kind oflike riding a bikeyou know, once you get the
hang of it you'll be fine."
With the in-line phenomenon
taking the exercise world by
storm, researchers are studying exactly what the benefits of
the sport are.
A study conducted by the
Human Performance Lab at St.
Cloud State University in
Minnesota found that young
men who used the in-line skates
three times a week for 45
minutes showed a gain in
aerobic endurance and a reduction in body fat.
Another study, done specifically for Rollerblade by the
coordinator of Sports Science
for the U.S. Speed Skating

TRAINING

CORPS

Team, found that in-line skaters burned about 12-15 calories
a minute during 30-minute
workouts.
Physicians say the skates are
a great form of exercise, but
that the possibility for serious
injury does exist if skaters
collide with other skaters, cars
or bicycles.
To prevent such a mishap,
the most important skill to
masterin the sport is stopping.
Retailers and physicians also
strongly suggest skaters wear
protective gear- wrist guards,
helmets and elbow and knee
pads. The most common
''blading" injury is a broken
wrist since it's a natural reaction for people to put their arms
out straight when they fall.
The protective gear and the
skates vary in price, but generally the skates cost between
$75 and $330, with pairs of
knee pads, wrist guards and
elbow pads costing about $30

each, per pair.
For people not certain
whether or not to make the
investment, most sports shops
that sell in-line skates will rent
them for a test run for $10 to
$15 a day.
With the soaring popularity
of in-line skating, it comes as
no surprise that some communities are trying to place
restrictions on the sport.
In July, the In-Line· Skate
Association helped area
skaters lobby the University
of Michigan Board of Regen ts, which was considering
a ban on in-line skates and
skateboards on the Ann
Arbor campus.
After lobbying efforts by
skating fans, the board
decided to prohibit the use of
skateboards anywhere on
campus and in-line skating
inside campus buildings.

Posies&

·

The Divining Rods
April 3rd--SUB Ballroom
. $5.00
Tickets available at KCAT & Rodeo Records
Thanks to Winegars Dairy and the Ellensburg Pool

Apply now for six weeks of Army ROTC leadership training. With pay, without obligation.
You'll develop the discipline, self-confidence
and decisiveness it takes to succeed in any career.
And you'll qualify to earn Army officer credentials
while you're completing your college studies.

Find out more. Contact Captain Brogren
at Peterson Hall, Room 202, or call 963-3518.

m

ARMY ROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
m

SMARTEST COi.LEGE

COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

$1.39
Sale ends

March 29
At participating
Dairy Queen«> Stores.

•

. .

WI TllAT YOU llGHT®

Dairy Queen"' stores are proud sponsors of the Children's Miracle Network
Telethon, which benefits local hospitals for children.

•
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Hunyh leads tennis team ::tRatllllli11111111il
Central's tennis team will
travel to Spokane Saturday.
The men are scheduled to play
Whitworth and Eastern Montana, while the women will play
only Eastern Montana.
Central's men improved their
record to 3-5 last Sunday with

an 8-1 win over Eastern. Bobby
Huynh improved his singles
record to a team best 5-3, defeating Doug Saar 6-2, 6-3 in a
third singles match.
Central swept the singles
matches and won two of the
three doubles matches. In first

singles, Shane VelezbeatJerry
Etzel, 6-2, 6-0. Velez and
Huynh beat Etzel and Saar, 61, 6-2 in the first doubles match.
On Saturday Central's women
dropped road matches to Eastern 9-0 and Whitworth 8-1 to
fall to 2-6 in duals.
Central's lone win came in
. the second doubles match
against Whitworth as Ellensburgfreshman Kim Keller and
Sally Muyskens beat Julane
· Lussier and Susie Chang, 7-6,
(7-5), 3-6, 6-4.
It was Muyskens' final match
as she has decided to take a job
and will not return to Central
spring quarter.

=

=

ARE YOU READY FOR
SPRING BREAK?
Hair

Colors
Mens Night Thurs.

ttr8~{Jl~i~s~~fi~IERANO 92!

Para informacion llamada a la
of icina de programes
lnternacionales 963-3612.

$5.00 OFF
$5.00 OFF .

CASH FOR BOOKS
Fourwinds Bookstore (textbooks
excluded). Call Richart.I 9622375. 200 E. 4th.

$3.00 OFF

All Haircuts & Styles-5:30 to 7:30

Ladies Night Wed.

La Corufia, Espana ?

$5.00 OFF

Highlig~ts

Body Wraps

CLASSIFIEDS

$3.00 OFF

All Haircuts & Styles-5:30 to 7:30

Now is vour chance to study
abroadr Are you ready to go?
~all 963-3612.
ADOPTION: Loving couple
hoping to adopt. we promise all
the best: family, lovery home,
education, pets, abundant love.
Call attorne_y collect (Joan) 206
728-5858, File 9799.
.
Pack your bags and books
and take off! It's time to study
abroad! C?ll 963-3612

Joe Butler/The Observer

Corina Dizon gets some practice in earlier this season.

Auxiliary Services Productions is
now accepting applications for the

123ABC 123ABC 123
2
A
3 Time Lines
BC
A Idea Books
B
Charts, Borders
1
Stickers, Stamps
C
2
Environments
1
~
Workbooks
3
~
Big Books, Etc.
2 -ALcreative Concepts, Unltd.
A
,..
o:oo
B
3
123ABC123ABC123
Open Tues.-Fri. 9:00 to 6:00 Sat.-Sun 1

430 N. Pine

•

Ellensburg, WA 98926

•

to 5:00

15091925-3585

FORTMAC~·~l

Ill •

413 N. MAIN

962-3587

position of Editor Apprentice.
If you are a full-time student and
possess writing, editing and
organizational skills, you may be the
person we are looking for. The Editor
Apprentice will be involved in a
variety of publications (writing, editing
and working with contributing

~
(
\ .

~
·

-

G

wi1~·two back pad( 1tr~. Atrerican madel
Reg; $29.95. Save $5.00

Now only

*24 95
•

Treated

Water
For
Proofing!

Habla usted espanol? Puede
estudiar en Ch~e a la _ . .
Universidad Austral (Valqrv:1a).
Por favor, llamada a la of1cma
de Pro_qramas lnterncionales:
963-3612.

The position offers responsibility,
challenge and good pay-$5.75

Where In the world can _you
stud~? Australia, 9hi!e, China,
Hun ary Japan. Mexico.
Con acr International Programs;
963-3612.

per hour, 17 hours per week during
the academic year, and $10.65 per.

Applications are available in the
Auxiliary Services Productions Office,
4th floor Kamola Hall, duriog regular
business hours. Call 963-1605 for
directions to our office.

HEAVY DUTY NYLON

~- . OUFFLE BAG

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - fisheries. Earn
$5 1 000+/month. Free transportation! Room & Board! Ov~r
8,000 openin0_s. No experience
necessarv. Male or Female.
For employment program call
Stu den Employmenr Services
at 1-206-545-4155 ext. 359

for Residence Life magazine.

Get your fishing license here
is nearly here. Live bait now available
Light Nylon Duffie bag $14.95
Zip up Canvas Duffie $21.95
30 cal. AMMO cans
$3.95
50 cal. AMMO cans
$6.95

Study at KYOTO UNIVERSITY
of FOREIGN STUDIES in
Japan for one year. Call now for
aQplication information: 9633612.

TUTORS: Miracle Tutoring_can
cut Y.OUr advertising costs""&
Qrovide student referrals. 1-800788-0952.

writers), with primary responsibility

hour, full time during the summer.

FISHING SEASON

Looking for a top fraternaty,
sorority or student organization
that would like to earn $500$1000 for a one week on
campus r.narketin_g project. Must
be ornarnzed anahard workina.
Call Sabrina 1-800-592-2121 x
151.

Applications will be accepted
through Wednesday, April 1st.

FUN SUMMER JOBS!
F.lying Horseshoe Ranch. for
ctiildren, near Cle Elum, 1s
hiring boys and girls counselors.
Enjoy horsebacR riding, swimming, (need at least one .
lif~g\Jard), hiking, etc., YJhlle .
a1rnng valuable experience.
alary plus room alid board.
he ranch also needs cooks.
Responsible for keeping hungry
campers and staff well red.
Mus be a aood cook, efficient
kitchen worker and enjo_y_
oeoole. Call Penny: 1-6742366.

~

Study SP.anish any_ quarter in
Morelia Mexico. cwu and
Centr9 Mexicano Internacional
offer Spanish language and
culture elective classes. The
cost is approximqt.ely $2,000
per quarter for tu1t1on, fees,
housing, meals, a.nd excursions.

~ffc!X 1~:i1 1~6 ~r~~ari~~rg~3-

3612.

SCUBA LESSONS
& SUPPLIES
SIGN UP NOW. CONTACT
JOHN MOSER JR. 925-1272

tlY~

NEW RAINIER
ICE-IAGERED 3'

DRAFT AND
DRAFT LIGHT

00

~

It's new! It's fresh! It's Rainier Ice-Lagered Draft
and 'Draft Light beer! And now for a limited time
only, they're available fn special introductory 15packs with 3 extra cans. Ice-Lagered and brewed
right here in the_Northwest for the freshest draftbeer taste, Rainier Draft is the brew for you.
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Award-Winning
Hometown Pizza

Good Luck On
Finals!

MAKE
MAMA
HAPPY

pizza
place

pizza
place

Happy St.

FRAZZINI'~

Patrick's Day

In the Plaza
716 E. 8tn Ellensburg

PIZZA!

.................................................. .

:
•
I

Large Pizza (16")
. Medium Price

I
I
I
I

DINE IN • CARRY OUT
FAST • SAFE DELIVERY

:

EXPIRES Morch 27, 1992

•

Frazzini's Pizza Place

I

i• :$3.00 OFF
• ·ANYLARGE(16")P1zzA

ANYMEDIUM(13")P1zzA

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

:

:

EXPIRES Morch 27, 1992

•

Frazzini's Pizza Place

I I

i

$2.00 OFF

•

I
I
I
I
I

DINE IN • CARRY OUT
FAST • SAFE DELIVERY

:

I

-·······················.
...-······················· ........................

•

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

I •

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

I

TWO MEDIUM (13")
2 TOPPING PIZZAS

:
:

~···~·················

: ST. PATRICK'S DAY : :
•
:
I

:

Tuesday, March 17
WEAR ANYTHING GREEN
into FRAZZINI"S & receive
$4.00 OFF any large pizza

: •
: :
1 I

I

I
I

: .
I ,

I

:

I

:

Frazzini's. Pizza Place

•

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

• :

l •

$1199

CARRY our
ONLY

:
1
I
I

EXPIRES Morch 27, 1992

:

Frazziit.i's Pizza Place

1

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

l

-······················y -······················y

